
GRIEF GIRL: A TRUE STORY

• It's just another October day 
until Erin’s parents are hit by a 
speeding tow truck. Mom dies 
instantly. Dad dies one month 
later, after doctors assure Erin 
he’s going to make it. Now Erin 
and her sister are left to raise 
their baby brother—and each 
other.



DEATH ON THE RIVER

•Set during the last year 
of the American Civil 
War, Death on the 
River portrays the grim 
brutality of war 
through the eyes of a 
young soldier.



DECEMBER
• Centered on a young girl who 

inexplicably stops 
speaking, December is a riveting 
and insightful portrait of a family 
in crisis.Nine months after 
eleven-year-old Isabelle 
suddenly fell silent, her parents, 
Wilson and Ruth, are at their 
wits' end. And what began as 
self-protection has spiraled 
beyond Isabelle's control



• Journalist Lo Blacklock, writing for 
a travel magazine, lands the job of 
a lifetime for a week's cruise on an 
exclusive luxury liner through the 
North Sea. The pleasant voyage 
turns stormy, then Lo hears the 
nightmare scenario--a woman 
falling overboard. She alerts the 
captain, but every passenger and 
crew member is accounted for, and 
so the ship sails on, but Lo is 
desperate to find out what has 
gone wrong.



THE CAGED GRAVES

• The year is 1867, and seventeen-
year-old Verity Boone is excited 
to return to Catawissa, 
Pennsylvania, the hometown she 
left when she was just a baby. 
Now she will finally meet the 
fiancé she knows only through 
letters! Soon, however, she 
discovers two strangely caged 
graves . . . and learns that one of 
them is her own mother’



NO MORE SAD GOODBYES

• Autumn, Danni, and Jason have 
been friends for years, but when 
Danni falls in love with Jason and 
asks Autumn to help her win 
Jason’s heart, one act of betrayal 
threatens their friendship and 
forces Autumn to make a life-
changing decision that will 
impact all of their lives.



TOO SOON FOR JEFF
• Jeff Browning is a talented high 

school debater who stands a 
solid chance of winning a 
scholarship to the college of his 
dreams. But Christy, his 
girlfriend, announces that she is 
pregnant and she will neither 
have an abortion nor give the 
baby up for adoption. Jeff is 
forced to deal with the 
consequences of his actions. 
Ready or not.



SIX MONTHS LATER
• From the New York 

Times bestselling author of teen 
suspense books, Natalie D. 
Richards, comes a psychological 
thriller about a girl who wakes 
up with everything she's ever 
wanted, but can't remember 
the last six months of her life, 
perfect for fans of One of Us Is 
Lying and If I Stay.



• The lives of three high school 
seniors become unexpectedly 
intertwined when they're faced 
with trying circumstances. Lani, 
Dawson, and Sloan deal with 
grief, cheating, and revenge 
while discovering what the 
future holds for each of them.



SHY BOY; THE HORSE THAT CAME FROM THE
WILD.

• In this beautifully illustrated book, 
Monty Roberts's beloved horse Shy 
Boy takes center stage. In a 
gripping, intimate narrative and in 
one hundred color photos, Monty 
Roberts relives their unique 
relationship, beginning with his 
first encounter with the wild horse 
in the high desert. During a 
dramatic three day ride across a 
hundred miles, Monty Roberts 
used all his skill to connect with the 
little mustang he finally befriended.


